Abstract. In the process of oil field development, acoustic telemetry system is an important means to realize the wireless communication between underground and ground. However, due to the attenuation of acoustic waves in the transmission process, the signal becomes very weak when it reaches the ground, so, weak signal detection is very important for acoustic telemetry system. This paper proposed a weak signal detection with chaotic oscillator based on virtual instrument technology. Firstly, analyzed the principle of the weak sinusoidal signal detection with Duffing chaotic oscillator. Especially the influence of the signal initial phase was discussed; and then the multi-phase-capture method based on virtual instrument technology was proposed, it was achieved by programming with LabVIEW. The results indicate that the method not only could effectively detect the weak inputted signal with random phase, but also it features progressiveness and practicability used for downhole acoustic telemetry system.
Introduction
It is very important to obtain downhole information by wireless communication for production logging in the oil field, downhole acoustic telemetry system is an effective wireless transmission way to achieve downhole information [1] [2] . It based on the theory of acoustic can be transmitted along the steel medium (oil pipe or drill pipe) to complete information transmission. The main realization of the ways including: downhole high-power and low-frequency sine acoustic wave signal transmitters, transmission medium and ground weak acoustic receiver. The ground weak signal detection is very important part of it. Because of poor working conditions, high temperature, narrow space and only in the case of battery-powered, therefore, the signal intensity of downhole acoustic generator is subject to some restrictions. When it is transmitting, not only subjected to natural absorption attenuation, but a variety of random noise disturber. Finally, it becomes very important in the communication that weak acoustic signal which drowned in the noise can be detected at the wellhead. So weak signal detection technology is of great significance in downhole acoustic telemetry system. Generally, weak signal detection mostly makes periodic signal as the main detecting signal. It fully makes use of the additivity of periodic signal and the randomness of noise to extract useful signal effectively. Because the sinusoidal signal has the simplicity in the extraction of frequency characteristic and phase feature as well as in the signal processing which makes sinusoidal signal becomes an important object of study in the weak signal detection domain.
Weak signal detection methods are mainly the following currently [3] : A. Periodic signal relevant detection method B. Periodic signal sampling points integral method C. Single frequency lock detection method In addition, new detection methods are emerging, such as wavelet transform detection method, Chaos detection method, artificial neural network detection method and so on.
In the above methods of weak signal detection, the traditional weak signal detection method is often unable to detect signal when the detecting signal is very weak or the background noise is very strong. Although modern detection methods have obvious effect, but most of them have complex structure and it is difficult to achieve. But the chaos detection method is different from a variety of existing measuring methods.
Particularly, we discovered that the chaos detection method based on Duffing oscillator was especially suited for downhole acoustic telemetry system. But most studies are still at the stage of theory exploratory [4] [5]. So we proposed the virtual instrument technology solution achieved by LabVIEW program [6] . This technology has the reputation of "software is instrument"; it is very suitable for the realization of Duffing oscillator.
Weak Signal Detection Principle Based on Chaos Theory
Chaos weak signal detection method was developed since the 1990s, Especially, since the Duffing chaos oscillator was proposed, Chaos detection technology has made a big step forward, because of its clear physical meaning and simple structure, it becomes a hot spot in the research of weak signal detection [7] [8] .
Duffing equation is a mathematical model which describes weak damping motion of Duffing oscillator (soft spring oscillator) [9] [10] . It is the two order differential equation including a cubic item. In the external excitation, the equation behavior would oscillate which can be expressed as the periodic motion and chaotic motion. The concrete expression is the following.
for period driving electrodynamics force, k for damped coefficient, -x(t) +x3(t) for nonlinear voltage response. When k is fixed (such as k=0.5), the system status would present the marvelous change with  changing.
As  changes from small to big, the phase diagram of the system will go through different statuses, such as chaos status, critical period status and large-scale periodic status. Showed as Figure 1 The process of these dramatic changes could be used to weak signal detection. The principle of signals detection can be shown as equation (2) 
Because added a reference signal which with same frequency and phase as the detecting signal and the amplitude equivalent or slightly smaller than the point c  . When the detecting weak signal is injected in the chaotic system, that i  is more than V  called sensitivity may lead the system to change from chaotic status to periodic status. The phase trajectory will reach the maximum scale orbit when the system is in the periodic state, as well as the signal in time domain is very different from the chaotic state. By distinguishing between two different the states or the signals in time domain, the purpose of weak signal detection can be achieved. In other words, the idea of weak signal detection with Duffing oscillator is based on the sensitivity to initial parameter.
Experimental Results and Discussion
The basic principle of weak signal detection with Duffing oscillator under the ideal situation was discussed above, namely, the frequency and the initial phase of the reference signal and the detecting signal are same. But in the practice it is very difficult to keep the same or similar phase between the reference signal and the detecting signal, so, reform equation (2) as equation (3),
Among which: In this case, when the phase difference between the external detecting signal and the reference signal satisfied the formula (6) or formula (7), it can lead the system to change from chaotic status to periodic status. We also could achieve the purpose of weak signal detection, but it can lead to the decreased sensitivity. The sensitivity will become smaller as the angle becomes larger. In order to effectively capture the detection signal in the whole 2pi range, and to ensure a enough detection sensitivity, a compromise scheme was designed, it was achieved by LabVIEW program showed as Figure 4 , that is to set up the three reference signals which initial phases spacing is 2pi/3 in the receiving system, that 1 r  is 0, 2 r  is 3 2 and 3 r  is 3 4 , so, there is always a reference signal phase to meet the requirements, showed as formula (9) .
Namely: In other words, the phase difference between the external detection signal and the reference signal satisfies the formula (9), only in this way, it is possible for the system to jump from the chaotic state to a large cycle state. Otherwise, the system is always in a state of chaos. The formula (6) indicated that the smaller the phase difference is, the higher the sensitivity is. Therefore, in order to improve the detection sensitivity, it can also increase the number of reference signals. Just rightly, it is very easy to increase the number of reference signals by virtual instrument technology.
Conclusions
The results show that it is feasible to detect the weak signal with Duffing oscillator based on virtual instrument technology. The information of underground is digitally modulated by sine wave signal in acoustic telemetry system, so it can realize the effective data transmission if the weak sine wave acoustic signal is detected. The results of theoretical analysis and LabVIEW simulation show that the Duffing oscillator has a unique sensitivity to the single frequency sinusoidal signal in noise, and can suppress the random noise. In order to eliminate the influence of random phase, there are three reference signals with different initial phase for capturing detecting signal with random initial phase. It not only has a good detecting effect, but also has the characteristics of simplicity, flexibility, feasibility and high performance-price ratio, very suitable for downhole acoustic telemetry system.
